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Four main election concerns investigating:

1. City of Milwaukee 

2. State databases infiltrated, abused 

3. CTCL, Zuckerbergs,

National Vote At Home 

4. Other: human mules, drop boxes, voting 
machines, indefinitely confined 





4 million adults in Wis

7.13 million on voter rolls 



Statutes require WEC to maintain 
accurate and efficient voter rolls. 
Wis. Stats. 6.36, 5.05; 

National Voter Rights Act



WEC admitted WisVote 
has never been audited, 

Have repeatedly said 
“trust us” 



WEC’s system to registered, 
to cast ballots:  WisVote, 
MyVote, ebooks, ERIC, DMV





625,000 dead people 
on voter rolls 



670,000 Inactive reg. voters

294,000  Active reg. voters

City of Milwaukee numbers



264,000  reg. year 1918

66,000  deceased  

20,000  undeliverable mail

City of Milwaukee 



Milwaukee County

A specific 2 bedroom apt: 26 registrants



LACROSSE: 16 APTS, 290 REGISTRANTS



19 registrants

Outagamie

County



KENOSHA COUNTY

359 Registered Voters at 4xx9 
Outer Loop Road in Somers, WI  
Street name was changed 10 
Years ago

Cast ballot: name/address/ID













MyVote, WisVote and 
ERIC could be used to 
add voters, then cast 
illegal ballots











J.G. voted twice, 
different ID numbers











Found tens of 
thousands of illegally 
cast ballots to date 



1.  Voted twice in State

2.  Voted in two states

3.  Person doesn’t exist 

4.  Wrong person at address

5.  Person moved long before election

6.  Person’s name/address used w/o knowledge

7.  Non-existent address

8.  Voted using married name & maiden

9.  One letter changed 

10. Several other ways





656 voted in the Nov.3rd

election: ~102% turnout 



We’ve found a place 
where 113 ballots were 
cast –

No one lives there



A Rodriguez moved in  
Aug 2020, but voted 
Nov. 3rd



Ian Corporaal voted 
Nov. 3rd, 2020 – never 
lived in WI





10% GROWTH 
BUT 128% INCREASE IN REGISTRANTS



Ebooks: a huge 
potential problem 



WEC entered an agreement 
with DMV to not receive 
signatures.



















Can illegitimate voters 
come from MyVote
registrations? 



Defect in DMV 
verification process 

4.7% failure rate 



46,000 voted without

DMV verification



More than 1.5 million 
illegally registered 
voters in our state













1,500,000 illegally registered

155,000 suspected fake voters

Tens of thousands confirmed fake voters

Numbers growing by the week



ERIC: non-profit, by 
statute Wisconsin is 
required to be a 
member



“The Electronic Registration Information Center 
is a non-profit organization with the sole mission 
of assisting states to improve the accuracy of 
America’s voter rolls and increase access to 
voter registration for all eligible citizens.” 



ERIC bars Wisconsin from 
exchanging information 

about illegal aliens



ERIC has your private 
information:  name, 
address, driver’s license #, 
birthdate, last four of  SS#, 
when you voted, how you 
voted: every 60 days entire 
list sent to them by WEC 



‘When Wisconsin receives ERIC 
Data regarding eligible or possibly 
eligible citizens who are not 
registered to vote, Wisconsin shall, 
at a minimum, initiate contact with 
each and every eligible or possibly 
eligible citizen and inform them 
how to register to vote.’ 
P.16 of ERIC bylaws. 



2020 election WEC 
only ran ERIC report  
for “eligible residents 
who are not registered 
to vote”



David Becker founded  
ERIC, & CEIR

CEIR took $70 million 
from Zuckerberg 



ERIC is paid in part via

$12,500 voter fee list; yet 
CTCL/ National Vote At 
Home out of Chicago  
had free access



NCSL from Colorado

Hillary Hall from Illinois 

Zuckerberg from California

Brenan Law Center from New York

David Becker/ERIC from Washington DC

Mark Spitzer Rubenstein from New York 

National Vote At Home/CTCL from IL

WEC software code from around the world



Louisiana just dropped ERIC 

Arizona is dropping ERIC next; 
Florida is investigating ERIC, 
Federal court just ruled 
against ERIC: conditions illegal



Drop ERIC immediately –

It is a voter registration scam



WEC broke countless 
laws, many times using 
“guidance "documents:

then just pretending it 
was law. 



Illegal Acts By WEC:
1. WEC told Clerks to stop counting the night of the election
2. WEC failed to issue mandatory rules on how to train special voting 
deputies
3. WEC told Clerks they could begin opening and counting absentee 
ballots days before Nov.3rd

4. WEC declared drop boxes were legal
5. WEC failed to include current state law in its administrative rules 
6. WEC violated state law by not reporting the error rates
7. WEC just declared Clerks can “cure” ballots
8. WEC encouraged the rampant abuse of indefinitely confined 
9. WEC approved voting machine vendors to wipe system logs clean
10. WEC permitted 46,000 voters to cast a ballot knowing the DMV did not 
verify them



Places our election 
clerks in legal jeopardy 



WEC is a disaster  
-fire management 
-revamp the whole  
system



Need Immediate Investigation:

WisVote

MyVote

ebooks

ERIC 

DMV


